Determination of surface selection rule of surface plasmon resonance near-infrared spectroscopy by using a Langmuir-Blodgett film.
Near-infrared (NIR) absorption spectra of a cadmium arachidate Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film were measured by surface plasmon resonance near-infrared spectroscopy (SPR-NIRS) based on the Kretschmann configuration with a 18.8-nm gold film. An NIR spectrum enhanced severalfold was obtained as a top ridge of the SPR-NIR spectra measured at different incident angles by using the principle of absorption-sensitive SPR. In order to determine the surface selection rule of SPR-NIRS, the enhanced NIR absorption spectrum of the LB film was compared to an unenhanced one without the gold film and to a normal incidence transmission spectrum. Moreover, a pair of out-of-plane (OP) and in-plane (IP) spectra were obtained by multiangle infrared spectroscopy analysis from a series of oblique incidence transmission measurements in the NIR region. It became obvious that the salient feature of the enhanced NIR absorption spectrum, i.e., the top ridge of the SPR-NIR spectra is almost equivalent to that of the OP spectrum. On the other hand, the unenhanced spectrum showed IP modes. These experimental results were well explained by calculation of the mean-square electric field based on the Fresnel formula.